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Abstract
We generalize the notion of social biases from lan-
guage embeddings to grounded vision and language
embeddings. Biases are present in grounded em-
beddings, and indeed seem to be equally or more
significant than for ungrounded embeddings. This is
despite the fact that vision and language can suffer
from different biases, which one might hope could
attenuate the biases in both. Multiple ways exist to
generalize metrics measuring bias in word embed-
dings to this new setting. We introduce the space of
generalizations (Grounded-WEAT and Grounded-
SEAT) and demonstrate that three generalizations
answer different yet important questions about how
biases, language, and vision interact. These metrics
are used on a new dataset, the first for grounded
bias, created by augmenting extending standard lin-
guistic bias benchmarks with 10,228 images from
COCO, Conceptual Captions, and Google Images.
Dataset construction is challenging because vision
datasets are themselves very biased. The presence of
these biases in systems will begin to have real-world
consequences as they are deployed, making care-
fully measuring bias and then mitigating it critical
to building a fair society.
1 Introduction
Since the introduction of the Implicit Association Test (IAT)
by Greenwald et al. [1998], we have had the ability to mea-
sure biases in humans related to certain social and cultural
concepts, such as race. Caliskan et al. [2017] introduce an
equivalent of the IAT for word embeddings, which are used
throughout natural language processing, called the Word Em-
bedding Association Test (WEAT). The results of testing bias
in word embeddings using WEAT parallel those seen when
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testing humans: both reveal many of the same biases with
similar significance. May et al. [2019] extend this work with a
metric called the Sentence Encoder Association Test (SEAT),
that probes biases in embeddings of sentences instead of just
words. We take the next step and demonstrate how to test
visually grounded embeddings, specifically embeddings from
ViLBERT [Lu et al., 2019] and VisualBERT [Li et al., 2019],
by extending prior work into what we term Grounded-WEAT
and Grounded-SEAT.
Grounded embeddings are used for many consequential
tasks in natural language processing, like visual dialog [Mu-
rahari et al., 2019] and visual question answering [Hu et al.,
2019]. Many real-world tasks such as scanning documents and
interpreting images in context employ joint embeddings as the
performance gains are significant over using separate embed-
dings for each modality. It is therefore important to measure
the biases of these grounded embeddings. Specifically, we
seek to answer three questions:
Do joint embeddings have biases? Since visual biases can
be different from those in text, we would expect to see a
difference in the biases exhibited by grounded embeddings.
Biases may cancel out between the two modalities or they
might amplify one another. We find equal or larger biases for
grounded embeddings compared to the ungrounded embed-
dings reported in May et al. [2019]. We hypothesize that this
may be because visual datasets are much smaller and much
less diverse than language datasets.
Can visual evidence that counters a stereotype alleviate
biases? The advantage to having multiple modalities is that
one modality can demonstrate that a bias is irrelevant to the
particular task being carried out. For example, one might pro-
vide an image of a woman who is a doctor, and then measure
the bias against woman doctors in the embeddings. We find
that the bias is largely not impacted, i.e., direct visual evidence
against a bias does not help. In general, grounded embeddings
seem to be dominated by language, not vision.
To what degree do biases come from language vs. vision in
joint embeddings? It may be that joint embeddings derive all
of their biases from one modality, such as language. In this
case, vision would be relevant to the embeddings, but would
not impact the measured bias. We find that this is marginally
not the case, and that vision is somewhat relevant to biases,
but they are by and large dominated by language. Vision could
have a more substantial impact on joint embeddings.
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C3: EA/AA, (Un)Pleasant 1648 C6: M/W, Career/Family 780 C8: Science/Arts, M/W 718
C11: M/W, (Un)Pleasant 1680 +C12: EA/AA, Career/Family 748 +C13: EA/AA, Science/Arts 522
DB: M/W, Competent 560 DB: M/W, Likeable 480 M/W, Occupation 960
+DB: EA/AA, Competent 440 +DB: EA/AA, Likeable 360 EA/AA, Occupation 928
Angry Black Woman 760
(a) Number of images for all bias tests in the dataset collected from Google Images.
C6: M/W, Career/Family 254 M/W, Occupation 229
(b) Number of images for bias tests in the dataset collected from COCO.
C6: M/W, Career/Family 203 M/W, Occupation 171
(c) Number of images for bias tests in the dataset collected from Conceptual Captions.
Table 1: The number of images per bias test in our dataset (EA/AA=European American/African American names; M/W=names of men/women,
renamed from M/F to reflect gender rather than sex). Tests prefixed by “C” are from Caliskan et al. [2017]; Angry Black Woman and “DB”
prefixes are from May et al. [2019]; prefixes “+C” and “+DB” are from Tan and Celis [2019]. Each class contains an equal number of images
per target-attribute pair. The dataset sourced from Google Images is complete, shown in (a). Datasets sourced from COCO and Conceptual
Captions, shown in (b) and (c) respectively, contain a subset of the tests because the lack of gender and racial diversity in these datasets makes
creating balanced data for grounded bias tests impractical.
We generalize WEAT and SEAT to grounded embeddings
to answer these questions. Several generalizations are possi-
ble, three of which correspond to the questions above, while
the rest appear unintuitive or redundant. We constructed a
dataset from COCO [Chen et al., 2015] and Conceptual Cap-
tions [Sharma et al., 2018] but discovered that their images
and captions are heavily biased, making finding data for most
existing bias tests nearly impossible. To address this, we cre-
ated an alternate dataset from Google Images that depicts the
targets and attributes required for all bias tests considered.
The dataset introduced along with the metrics presented can
serve as a foundation for future work to eliminate biases in
joint embeddings. In addition, they can be used as a sanity
check before deploying systems to understand what kinds of
biases are present. It is unclear what relationship between
language biases and visual biases exists in humans, as the IAT
has not been used in this way before.
Our contributions are:
1. Grounded-WEAT and Grounded-SEAT answering three
questions about biases in grounded embeddings,
2. a new dataset for testing biases in grounded systems,
3. demonstrating that joint embeddings have social biases,
4. showing that vision generally does not mitigate biases,
and
5. showing that biases largely come from language, rather
than being introduced by vision.
2 Related Work
Models that compute word embeddings are widespread
[Mikolov et al., 2013; Devlin et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018]. Given their importance, measuring the
biases present in such models is critical. Caliskan et al. [2017]
introduce the Word Embedding Assocation Test, WEAT, based
on the Implicit Association Test, IAT, to measure biases in
word embeddings. WEAT measures social biases using multi-
ple tests that pair target concepts, e.g., gender, with attributes,
e.g., careers and families.
May et al. [2019] generalize WEAT to biases in sentence
embeddings, introducing the Sentence Encoder Association
Test (SEAT). Tan and Celis [2019] generalize SEAT to con-
textualized word representations, e.g., the encoding of a word
in context in the sentence. These advances are incorporated
into the grounded metrics developed here, by measuring the
bias of word embeddings, sentence embeddings, as well as
contextualized word embeddings.
3 Dataset Statistics
We build on the bias tests from Caliskan et al. [2017], May et
al. [2019] and Tan and Celis [2019] by augmenting them with
images. Our new dataset contains 10,228 images; see table 1
for a breakdown of the number of images per bias test. To
compensate for the lack of diversity in COCO and Conceptual
Captions, we collected another version of the dataset where the
images are top-ranked hits on Google Images. Results on the
existing datasets are still important for the bias tests that can
be collected, for two reasons. First, it gives us an indication of
where COCO and Conceptual Captions are lacking: the fact
that images cannot be collected for all identities in the tests
means these datasets are particularly biased in those ways.
Second, since COCO and Conceptual Captions form part of
the training sets for VisualBERT and ViLBERT respectively,
this ensures that biases are not a property of poor out-of-
domain generalization. The differences in bias in-domain and
out-of-domain appear to be small. Images were collected prior
to the implementation of the experiment.
4 Methods
Caliskan et al. [2017] base the Word Embedding Assocation
Test (WEAT) on an IAT test administered to humans. Two
sets of target words, X and Y , and two sets of attribute words,
A and B, are used to probe the system. The average cosine
similarity between pairs of word embeddings is used as the
basis of an indicator of bias, as in:
s(w,A,B) = meana∈Acos(w, a)−meanb∈Bcos(w, b) (1)
where s measures how close on average the embedding for
word w is compared to the words in attribute A and attribute
ax ax bx bx
ay ay by by
Figure 1: One example set of images for the bias class Angry black women stereotype [Collins, 2004], where the targets, X and Y , are typical
names of black women and white women, and the linguistic attributes are angry or relaxed. The top row depicts black women; the bottom row
depicts white women. The two left columns depict aggressive stances while the two right columns depict more passive stances. The attributes
for the grounded experiment, Ax, Bx, Ay , and By , are images that depict a target and in the context of an attribute.
Embedding # Word
1 Man
2 Woman
3 Lawyer
4 Teacher
(a) Possible embeddings for an ungrounded model
Embedding # Word What the image shows
1 Man Any Man
2 Man Any Woman
3 Woman Any Man
4 Woman Any Woman
5 Lawyer Man Lawyer
6 Lawyer Man Teacher
7 Lawyer Woman Lawyer
8 Lawyer Woman Teacher
9 Teacher Man Lawyer
10 Teacher Man Teacher
11 Teacher Woman Lawyer
12 Teacher Woman Teacher
(b) Possible embeddings for a visually grounded model
Table 2: The content of a trivial hypothetical grounded dataset to
demonstrate the intuition behind the three experiments. The dataset
could be used to answer questions about biases in association be-
tween gender and occupation. Each entry is an embedding that can
be computed with an ungrounded model, (a), and with a grounded
model, (b), for this hypothetical dataset. This demonstrates the addi-
tional degrees of freedom when evaluating bias in grounded datasets.
In the subsections that correspond to each of the experiments, sec-
tions 4.1 to 4.3, we explain which parts of this hypothetical dataset
are used in each experiment. Our experiments only use a subset of
the possible embeddings, leaving room for new metrics that answer
other questions.
B. Being systematically closer to A as opposed to B, or
vice versa, is an indication that the concepts are more closely
related. Such relative distances between word vectors are used
in many tasks, e.g., analogy completion [Drozd et al., 2016].
By incorporating both target word classes X and Y , this dis-
tance can be used to measure bias. The space of embeddings
has structure that may make all targets, e.g., both men’s names
and women’s names, closer to one profession than the other.
Bias is defined as one of the two targets being significantly
closer to one set of attribute words compared to the other. The
test in eq. (1) is computed for each set of targets, determin-
ing their relative distance to the attributes. The difference
between the target distances reveals which target sets are more
associated with which attribute sets:
s(X,Y,A,B) =
∑
x∈X
s(x,A,B)−
∑
y∈Y
s(y,A,B) (2)
The effect size, i.e., the number of standard deviations in which
the peaks of the distributions of embedding distances differ,
of this metric is computed as
d =
meanx∈Xs(x,A,B)−meany∈Y s(y,A,B)
std devw∈X∪Y s(w,A,B)
(3)
May et al. [2019] extend this test to measure sentence em-
beddings, by using sentences in the target and attribute sets.
Tan and Celis [2019] extend the test to measure contextual ef-
fects, by extracting the embedding of single target and attribute
tokens in the context of a sentence rather than the encoding
of the entire sentence. We demonstrate how to extend these
notions to a grounded setting, which naturally adapts these
two extensions to the data, but requires new metrics because
vision adds new degrees of freedom to what we can measure.
To explain the intuition behind why multiple grounded tests
are possible, consider a trivial hypothetical dataset that mea-
sures only a single property; see table 2. This dataset is com-
plete: it contains the cross product of every target category, i.e.,
gender, and attribute category, i.e., occupation, that can happen
in its minimal world. In the ungrounded setting, only 4 embed-
dings can be computed because the attributes are independent
of the target category. In the grounded setting, by definition,
the attributes are words and images that correspond to one
of the target categories. This leads to 12 possible grounded
embeddings1; see table 2. We subdivide the attributes A and
B into two categories, Ax and Bx, which depict the attributes
with the category of target x, and Ay and By, with the cat-
egory of target y. Example images for bias test related to a
racial and gender stereotype that anger is more prevalent in
black women, are shown in fig. 1. These images depict the
target’s category and attributes; they are the equivalent of the
attributes in the ungrounded experiments.
With these additional degrees of freedom, we can formulate
many different grounded tests in the spirit of eq. (2). We find
that three such tests, described next, have intuitive explana-
tions and measure different but complementary aspects of bias
in word embeddings. These questions are relevant to both bias
and to the quality of word embeddings. For example, attempt-
ing to measure the impact of vision separately from language
on joint embeddings can indicate if there is an over-reliance
on one modality over another.
4.1 Experiment 1: Do joint embeddings contain
biases?
This experiment measures biases by integrating out vision and
looking at the resulting associations. For example, regardless
of what the visual input is, are men deemed more likely to
be in some professions compared to women? Similarly to
eq. (2), we compute the association between target concepts
and attributes, except that we include all of the images:
s(X,Y,A,B) =∑
x∈X
s(x,Ax ∪Ay, Bx ∪By)−
∑
y∈Y
s(y,Ax ∪Ay, Bx ∪By)
To be concrete, for the trivial hypothetical dataset
in table 2, this corresponds to S(1, {5, 7}, {10, 12}) −
S(4, {5, 7}, {10, 12}), which compares the bias relative to
man and woman against lawyer or teacher across all target
images. If no bias is present, we would expect the effect size
to be zero. Our hope would be that the presence of vision at
training time would help alleviate biases even if at test time
any images are possible.
4.2 Experiment 2: Can visual evidence that
counters a stereotype alleviate biases?
An advantage of grounded over ungrounded embeddings is
that we can show scenarios that clearly counter social stereo-
types. For example, the model may think that men are more
likely to have some professions, but are the embeddings dif-
ferent when visual input to the contrary is provided? Similarly
1An alternative way to construct such a dataset might have ambi-
guity in the attributes about what the target is, more closely mirroring
the language setting. This would require images that simultaneously
depict both targets, e.g., both a man and woman who are teachers,
so as not to provide evidence for either case. Finding such data is
difficult and may be impossible in many cases, but it would also be
a less realistic measure of bias. In practice, systems built on top of
grounded embeddings will not be used with balanced images, and
so while in a sense more elegant, this construction may completely
misstate the biases one would see in the real world.
to eq. (3), we compute the association between target con-
cept and attributes, except that we include only images that
correspond to the target concept’s category:
s(X,Y,A,B) =
∑
x∈X
s(x,Ax, Bx)−
∑
y∈Y
s(y,Ay, By)
To be concrete, for the trivial hypothetical dataset in table 2,
this corresponds to S(1, {5}, {10})− S(4, {7}, {12}), which
computes the bias of man and woman against lawyer and
teacher relative to only images that actually depict lawyers
and teachers who are men when comparing to target man
and lawyers and teachers who are women when comparing to
target woman. If no bias was present, we would expect the
effect size to be zero. Our hope would be that even if biases
exist, clear visual evidence to the contrary would overcome
them.
4.3 Experiment 3: To what degree do biases come
from language vs. vision in joint embeddings?
Even if biases exist, one might wonder if vision is relevant to
them? Perhaps all of the biases come from language and vision
only plays a small auxiliary role. To probe this, we use images
that both support and counter the stereotype. In other words, if
the model does not change its biases regardless of the images
being shown, then vision does not play a role in encoding
biases. Note that we are not saying that the embeddings do
not consider vision, but merely that it may or may not have an
effect on biases specifically. Similarly to eq. (3), we compute
the association between target concepts and attributes, except
that we compare cases when images support stereotypes to
cases where images counter stereotypes and do not depict the
target concept:
s(X,Y,A,B) =
1
2
(|
∑
x∈X
s(x,Ax, Bx)−
∑
x∈X
s(x,Ay, By)|
+ |
∑
y∈Y
s(y,Ay, By)−
∑
y∈Y
s(y,Ax, Bx)|)
To be concrete, for the trivial hypothetical dataset in table 2,
this corresponds to 12 (|S(1, {5}, {10}) − S(1, {7}, {12})| +|S(2, {7}, {12})−S(2, {5}, {10})|), which compares the bias
relative to man against lawyer or teacher and woman against
lawyer or teacher relative to images that are either evidence
for these occupations as men and women. We take the absolute
value of the two, since they may be biased in different ways.
If no bias was present, we would expect the effect size to be
zero. This provides a finer-grained metric for the relevance of
vision to embeddings.
5 Results
We evaluate VisualBERT [Li et al., 2019] on images from
COCO, ViLBERT [Lu et al., 2019] on images Conceptual Cap-
tions, and both models on images we collected from Google
Images. Images features are computed in the same manner
as in the original publications for both VisualBERT and ViL-
BERT. We compute p-values using the updated permutation
test described in May et al. [2019] In each case, we evaluate
the task-agnostic base model without task-specific fine tuning.
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C6: M/W, Career/Family W 0.86 1.05
S 1.05 1.14
C -0.08 0.71
C8: Science/Arts, M/W W 0.54 0.51
S 0.62 0.14
C 0.25 -0.11
C11: M/W, Pleasant/Unpleasant W -0.66 -0.31
S -0.74 -0.84
C 0.23 -0.50
Double Bind: M/W, Competent W -0.23 0.30
S -0.10 -0.04
C 0.50 -0.04
Double Bind: M/W, Likeable W -0.60 0.09
S -0.11 -1.12
C 0.39 0.14
Occupations: M/W, Occupation W 0.91 1.80
S 0.98 1.82
C 1.12 1.55
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C3: EA/AA, Pleasant/Unpleasant W 0.23 0.14
S 0.31 -0.14
C 0.23 -0.19
C12: EA/AA, Career/Family W -0.29 0.43
S -0.54 0.34
C 0.10 1.02
C13: EA/AA, Science/Arts W 0.04 0.21
S 0.12 0.68
C 0.45 0.64
Double Bind: EA/AA, Competent W 0.61 0.87
S 0.24 0.25
C 1.50 -1.21
Double Bind: EA/AA, Likeable W 0.21 -0.23
S 0.27 -0.74
C -0.56 -1.08
Occupations: EA/AA, Occupation W -0.40 0.02
S -0.41 0.46
C -0.20 -0.80
Angry Black Woman Stereotype W -0.07 0.26
S -0.50 0.47
C 0.46 1.13
Table 3: The results for all bias classes on Experiment 1 using Google Images that asks Do joint embeddings contain biases? Numbers represent
effect sizes and p-values for the permutation test described in section 4. They are highlighted in red when p-values are below 0.05. Each bias
type and model are tested three times against (W) word embeddings, (S) sentence embeddings, and (C) contextualized word embeddings. The
answer to the question clearly appears to be yes. Both ViLBERT and VisualBERT are biased. This is in line with prior work on bias. Note that
out of domain, biases appear to be amplified.
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C6: M/W, Career/Family W 0.93 0.89
S 1.38 0.87
C -0.13 0.31
C8: Science/Arts, M/W W 0.54 0.51
S 0.62 0.14
C 0.25 -0.11
C11: M/W, Pleasant/Unpleasant W -1.48 -0.21
S -1.13 -0.79
C -0.11 -0.57
Double Bind: M/W, Competent W 0.23 0.78
S -1.68 -0.79
C -0.18 -0.68
Double Bind: M/W, Likeable W -1.19 0.36
S 0.82 -0.93
C -0.04 -0.61
Occupations: M/W, Occupation W 0.79 1.77
S 1.07 1.81
C 1.14 1.64
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C3: EA/AA, Pleasant/Unpleasant W 1.55 0.24
S 1.54 0.12
C 0.30 0.11
C12: EA/AA, Career/Family W -0.04 0.57
S 0.36 0.27
C 0.17 1.02
C13: EA/AA, Science/Arts W -1.74 0.30
S -0.08 1.14
C 0.85 0.89
Double Bind: EA/AA, Competent W 0.88 1.13
S 0.45 0.26
C 1.53 -1.25
Double Bind: EA/AA, Likeable W 1.18 0.16
S 0.26 0.81
C -0.69 -0.44
Occupations: EA/AA, Occupation W -0.12 -0.19
S -0.34 0.42
C 0.23 -0.74
Angry Black Woman Stereotype W 0.34 1.61
S 0.49 1.55
C 0.91 1.65
Table 4: The results for all bias classes on Experiment 2 using Google Images that asks Can joint embeddings be shown visual evidence that a
bias does not apply? Numbers represent effect sizes and p-values for the permutation test described in section 4. They are highlighted in red
when p-values are below 0.05. Each bias type and model are tested three times against (W) word embeddings, (S) sentence embeddings, and
(C) contextualized word embeddings. The answer to the question appears to be no, although fewer tests are statistically significant compared to
table 3 showing that visual evidence is helpful.
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C6: M/W, Career/Family W 0.15 -0.11
S 0.64 -0.38
C 0.05 -0.43
C8: Science/Arts, M/W W – –
S – –
C – –
C11: M/W, Pleasant/Unpleasant W 1.19 0.12
S 0.54 0.06
C 0.34 -0.09
Double Bind: M/W, Competent W 0.40 0.52
S 1.62 -0.74
C 0.95 -0.59
Double Bind: M/W, Likeable W 0.87 0.28
S 0.95 0.14
C 0.99 -0.70
Occupations: M/W, Occupation W 0.15 -0.25
S 0.18 0.01
C 0.29 0.40
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C3: EA/AA, Pleasant/Unpleasant W 1.46 0.10
S 1.43 0.27
C 0.07 0.30
C12: EA/AA, Career/Family W 0.26 0.16
S 0.84 -0.07
C 0.07 0
C13: EA/AA, Science/Arts W -1.74 0.10
S -0.20 0.67
C 0.45 0.32
Double Bind: EA/AA, Competent W 0.42 0.49
S 0.27 0.07
C 0.23 -0.31
Double Bind: EA/AA, Likeable W 1.04 0.41
S 0.09 1.30
C 0.16 0.74
Occupations: EA/AA, Occupation W 0.29 -0.22
S 0.08 -0.05
C 0.42 0.09
Angry Black Woman Stereotype W 0.44 1.52
S 0.87 1.44
C 0.52 1.14
Table 5: The results for all bias classes on Experiment 3 using Google Images that asks To what degree do biases come from language vs.
vision in joint embeddings? Numbers represent effect sizes and p-values for the permutation test described in section 4. They are highlighted in
red when p-values are below 0.05. Each bias type and model are tested three times against (W) word embeddings, (S) sentence embeddings,
and (C) contextualized word embeddings. This answer appears to be yes, vision does play a significant role in the structure of biases.
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
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C6: M/W, Career/Family W 0.13 1.01 0.15 1.12 0.08 0.27
S 0.48 1.16 0.52 1.21 0.13 0.16
C -0.24 0.75 -0.50 0.64 0.28 -0.13
Occupations: M/W, Occupation W -0.07 1.44 -0.64 1.94 0.59 1.89
S -0.23 1.12 0.09 1.89 0.28 1.80
C 0.19 0.67 -0.04 1.95 0.22 1.94
Table 6: The results for two classes of bias on all three experiments using COCO for VisualBERT and Conceptual Captions for ViLBERT.
Images for other bias classes could not be found in these datasets. These results are generally consistent with those found on Google Images.
The effect of task-specific training on biases is an interesting
open question for future work.
Overall, the results are consistent with prior work on biases
in both humans and models such as BERT. The experiments
were run on VisualBERT COCO, VisualBERT Google Images,
ViLBERT Conceptual Captions and ViLBERT Google Images.
Following Tan and Celis [2019], each experiment examines the
bias in three types of embeddings: word embeddings, sentence
embeddings, and contextualized word embeddings. While
there is broad agreement between these different ways of using
embeddings, they are not identical in terms of which biases
are discovered. It is unclear which of these methods is more
sensitive, and which finds biases that are more consequential in
predicting the results of a larger system constructed from these
models. Methods to mitigate biases will hopefully address all
three embedding types and all of the three questions we restate
below.
Do joint embeddings contain biases? See Experiment 1,
section 4.1. The results presented in table 3 and table 6 clearly
indicate the answer is yes. Numerous biases are uncovered
with results that are broadly compatible with May et al. [2019]
and Tan and Celis [2019]. It appears as if more biases exist in
the grounded embeddings compared to the ungrounded ones.
Can visual evidence that counters a stereotype alleviate
biases? See Experiment 2, section 4.2. The results presented
in table 4 and table 6 indicate the answer is no. Biases are
somewhat attenuated when models are shown evidence against
them, but overall, preconceptions about biases tend to overrule
direct visual evidence to the contrary. This is worrisome for
the applications of such models. In particular, using such
models to search or filter data in the service of creating new
datasets may well introduce new biases.
To what degree do biases come from language vs. vision
in joint embeddings? See Experiment 3, section 4.3. The
results presented in table 5 and table 6 are generally not sig-
nificant; this indicates that biases mostly arise from language
and that vision contributes relatively little. It could be that
joint embeddings largely ignore vision, or that the biases in
language are so powerful that vision does not contribute to
them given that on any one example it appears unable to over-
ride the existing biases (experiment 2). It is encouraging that
models clearly do consider vision, but unfortunately the fact
that biases in vision and text are not always the same, does not
appear to help here.
6 Discussion
Grounded embeddings have biases and vision does not ap-
pear to help eliminate them. At test time, vision has difficulty
overcoming biases, even when presented counter-stereotypical
evidence. This is worrisome for deployed systems that use
such embeddings, as it indicates that they ignore visual ev-
idence that a bias does not hold for a particular interaction.
Overall, vision has only a mild effect on biases, with language
dominating. We enumerated all information available in the
grounded setting and selected three interpretable questions
that we answered above. Other questions could potentially be
asked using the dataset we developed, although we did not
find any others that were intuitive or non-redundant.
While we discuss joint vision and language embeddings, the
methods introduced here apply to any grounded embeddings,
such as joint audio and language embeddings [Kiela and Clark,
2015; Torabi et al., 2016]. Measuring bias in such data would
require collecting a new dataset, but could use our metrics,
Grounded-WEAT and Grounded-SEAT, to answer the same
three questions.
Many joint models are transferred to a new dataset without
fine-tuning. We demonstrate that going out-of-domain into
a new dataset amplifies biases. This need not be so: out-of-
domain models have worse performance which might result in
fewer biases. We did not test task-specific fine-tuned models,
although intend to do so in the future.
Humans clearly have biases, not just machines. Although,
initial evidence indicates that when faced with examples that
goes against prejudices, i.e., counter-stereotyping, there is
a significant reduction in human biases [Peck et al., 2013;
Columb and Plant, 2016]. Straightforward applications of
this idea are far from trivial, as Wang et al. [2019] show that
merely balancing a dataset by a certain attribute is not enough
to eliminate bias. Perhaps artificially debiasing visual datasets
can serve as a mechanism to debias shared embeddings. We
hope that these datasets and metrics will be useful for under-
standing human biases in grounded settings as well as further
the development of new methods to debias representations.
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